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Concepts addressed:  
Byzantine Empire, Eastern Europe, emergence of Russia  
 

1. Byzantine Empire  
A. Importance of Constantinople  

a. Meeting point of Europe and Asia  
b. Active trade, cultural exchange  
c. Religious center for Orthodox/Eastern Christianity  
d. Government center for large empire - divided into "themes" for 

administrative purposes  
e. Tourist center  

B. Other areas of empire  
a. Syria/Palestine  
b. Egypt  
c. Libya and North Africa 4. Balkans  

C. Byzantine politics  
a. Constantine  
b. Justinian (527-565 CE) and Empress Theodora  

1. Last Latin-speaking emperor  
2. Attempt to recover western half of empire  
3. Legal codes  

c. Dynastic rule through 12th century  
d. Able to defend city of Constantinople against siege until 13th century - 

Greek fire  
D. Orthodox Church  

a. Debates about nature of Christ, authority of bishop of Rome produced 
schism between western and eastern Christianity  

b. Eastern church headed by patriarch  
c. Close relationship between Church and State in East  
d. Iconoclastic Controversy  

1. First attacks on icons by Leo (726 CE)  
2. Restoration of icons by Irene  
3. Eastern religious art focused on production of icons  

e. Hagia Sophia  
2. Influence of invasions in Eastern Europe  

A. Romans  
B. Mongols  
C. Huns  

3.  Origins of Russia  
A. East Slavic ethnic group split into Russians, Ukrainians, Belarussians  
B. First East Slavic state called Kievan Rus' - drew upon Orthodox Christianity (10th century); 

initiated merging of Byzantine and Slavic cultures central to Russian culture  
4. Kievan Rus' - c. 880 to mid-12th century  

A. Centered around Kiev  
B. Golden Age under reigns of St Vladimir and Yaroslav the Wise  
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C. Viking Rurik established rule in Novgorod (860 CE) then extended control down to Kiev  
D. Kievan Rus' founded by prince Oleg - over course of 35 years, gained control over East Slavic 

and Fennic tribes  
a. Attacked Constantinople (909 CE)  
b. Commercial treaty with Byzantine Empire as equals (911 CE)  

E. Kievan state controlled trade route from Baltic to Black Sea - Exported furs, beeswax, honey  
F. By reign of Svyatoslav (r. 945-972) Kievan rulers had Slavic religion, names but Scandinavian 

influence still marked  
G. Continued expansion in Golden Age  
H. Great rulers intermarried with Byzantine Empire, Holy Roman Empire, west European royal 

families  
I. Vladimir Christianized Kievan Rus' from 988 CE - Built Desyatinnaya Church in Kiev  
J. Yaroslav (1019-1054)  

a. Developed Russkaya Pravda (Justice of Rus') - feudal legal code, controlled blood 
feuds  

b. Built Saint Sophia Cathedral (one in Kiev, one in Novgorod)  
c. Supported local clergy, monasticism  

K. Kievans chose Eastern Christianity after developed close relations with Constantinople  
a. Liturgy in Cyrillic, translation from Greek for Slavic peoples enabled conversion  
b. Gained exposure to basic Greek philosophy, science, historiography  
c. Developed distinctive literature, fine arts  

L. No use of serfdom - free, tribute-paying peasants  
M. In cities, council (veche) of all adult males  
N. Crusades altered trade routes in Europe - hurt Kievan Rus' - Principality split into regional 

centers after demise of trade, Christian control over Constantinople  
5. Muscovy - "Russia" in period from 14th-early 18th century  

A. Moscow was original home for Russian Tsars - "Tsar" first used as a title by Ivan III; Ivan IV 
first to be crowned as tsar  

B. Muscovy attracted people, wealth to NE area of Kievan Rus', established wide trade links  
C. Creation of very centralized, autocratic political system had long-term, profound implications 

for Russian society  
D. Moscow started as insignificant trading post in forest  

a. Location gave some protection from Mongol attack  
b. Rivers gave access to Baltic and Black Seas, to Caucasus  

E. Rule by serious of ambitious, lucky princes  
a. Daniil Aleksandrovich (d. 1313) gained principality for his branch of Rurik 

Dynasty  
b. Ivan I (r. 1325-1340) gained title Grand Prince of Vladimir from Mongol 

overlords, cooperated with Mongols and collected tributes from Russian 
principalities for them - Through cooperation with Mongols, gained regional 
influence greater than Tver' (Muscovy's rival)  

F. In 15th century, princes gathered Russian lands to increase population, wealth of territory  
a. Ivan III (the Great; r. 1462-1505) conquered Novgorod in 1478; then Tver' in 1485  
b. In 1480, Tatar overlordship officially ended - Muscovy had full sovereignty over 

all ethnically Russian lands  
c. By 16th century, nearly all Russian lands united  

G. Ivan III tripled size of Muscovy - able to push west, but stopped by Lithuania  
a. Got all lesser princes to acknowledge him, his descendents in terms of military, 

judicial, foreign affairs  
b. Title of "tsar" suggested equality with Greek emperor or Mongol khan  
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c. Married niece of last Byzantine emperor - increased Byzantine influences, 
including titles, rituals, double-headed eagle  

H. Ivan IV (r. 1533-84) (The Terrible)  
a. Established "autocratic" rule - Orthodox Church recognized his authority  
b. Boyars (hereditary nobles) challenged for power during period of minority 

rule/regency (obtained throne at age 3; took control in 1547)  
c. At first, useful reforms to strengthen state in era of war  

1. 1550s: new law code  
2. Important military reforms  
3. Changes in local government  

d. Late 1550s: animosity against advisers, boyars  
e. 1565: divided Russia into halves - his private domain and public realm - best areas 

in his private domain - Ivan's agents went against boyars, merchants, common 
people to gain land  

f. Oprichnina policy - break economic, political power of key boyar families (also 
lost key leaders/administrators)  

1. Peasant exodus as burdened by taxes, fear of violence  
2. Ivan instituted virtual serfdom to tie peasants to land  
3. Policy ended in 1572  

g. Wars and expansion included Kazan Khanate (1552), Astrakhan Khanate - gave 
Russia access to Volga River, Central Asia  

h. 1581: Cossack leader hired by Russian merchants to lead expedition into West 
Siberia - defeated Khanate there, claimed territory for Russia  

i. Harder to expand to NW - after 1558, 25 years of war against Poland, Lithuania, 
Sweden, Denmark - Russia pushed back, failed to get position on the Baltic after 
draining war  

I. Boris Godunov (a boyar) held real power for mentally weak Tsar Fedor  
a. End of Rurik dynasty with death of Fedor in 1589  
b. Boris proclaimed tsar after called a zemsky sobor (national assembly)  
c. Instability as many boyars, others refused Boris' rule  
d. False Dmitry gained followers, crowned tsar in year of Boris' death (1605)  

J. Time of Troubles (1598-1613)  
a. Civil war over the throne  
b. Interventions of Poland and Sweden  
c. Great popular discontent  
d. Ended with proclamation by zemsky sobor of Mikhail Romanov as tsar (1613)  
e. Despite upheavals, Russians never put limits on tsar's autocratic powers  


